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When Zia Donatella comes to live with the Bertolizzi family, little do Alfie and his older sister
Emilia know what's in store for them. Zia Donatella is determined to show the kids how a home-
cooked meal is better than even the best take-out pizza or burrito. And when Zia's plan actually
transports Alfie and Emilia to famous food cities around the world, they learn first-hand how food
cannot only take you places but can also bring you back home.In the third book in the series,
Zia's secret ingredient takes Alfie and Emilia to the other side of the world - Hong Kong! Ying
and her family are convinced that Alfie and Emilia are the foreign exchange students scheduled
to visit them, and the siblings soon find themselves helping out with the opening of the family's
new restaurant. Between shopping at the markets, assisting in the kitchen, and trying to get back
home, Alfie and Emilia discover the sights and sounds of the exotic and bustling city.
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Note from GiadaRecipes“What kind of food do you think they eat in Peru?” Alfie asked his sister
as they sat at the family computer in the living room and researched world maps, customs, and
foods from around the globe. “I bet Zia Donatella’s been. We could ask her to tell us stories from
there!”It’d been months since Alfie and his sister, Emilia, traveled to Paris and even longer since
their trip to Naples. Although traveled may not be the best word for what happened. They still
didn’t really understand it, but their adventures most definitely had something to do with their
great-aunt Donatella, the food she cooked, and the stories she told them. Alfie and Emilia
couldn’t wait for their next adventure. Only this time, they hoped they might get to help choose
their destination.“No, let’s go to Greece,” Emilia said, pointing to the screen as she clicked the
mouse. “Someplace like this island called Santorini. Look at those white buildings and perfect
blue water!”“Or maybe someplace crazy different, like Morocco,” Alfie said, clicking away from
the Greece page.“Go back! I was looking at that.”“Hey, kids,” Dad said as he came into the living
room. “What are you doing? Planning our next vacation?” Little did he know that they were trying
to plan a trip, only it didn’t involve him or their mom. It was always just Alfie and Emilia who
traveled, which was sometimes scary but always an adventure.“Just looking at maps,” Alfie
replied. He really did love maps, so it wasn’t strange for him to be studying one on-screen.“Alfie,
are you still going to help me clear out the garage this weekend?” Dad asked.Alfie had forgotten
he’d promised to help his dad. “Well, I was going to play soccer on Saturday,” Alfie said.“What
about you, Emilia?”“Sorry, Dad,” she said. “I’m working on a school project that’s due



Monday.”“Sheesh, you two,” Dad said. “Way to ditch the old man.”Alfie didn’t notice when Dad left
the living room because he and Emilia went back to fighting over control of the computer.
Emilia’s next idea was to travel to Belize; Alfie was now thinking about India.“Kids! Who wants a
snack?” they heard their Zia Donatella call from the kitchen.Emilia could have the computer—
Alfie was off to see what Zia was making.“What kind of snack?” Alfie asked as he entered the
kitchen with Emilia close behind.“How about some pancakes?” Zia said. Her long salt-and-
pepper hair was piled high on her head and held up with two red chopsticks.“After dinner?” Alfie
asked.Emilia didn’t seem to care since she was already at the refrigerator, ready to help. “You
need the eggs, milk—Alfie, get the flour and sugar from the pantry.”They’d made all kinds of
pancakes on Sunday mornings, and both Alfie and his sister could make them—from scratch—
on their own.“No, no, not that kind of pancake,” Zia said. Even though it was the end of the day,
Zia was still dressed beautifully in wide-leg tomato-red pants with a fitted blouse and a necklace
of several long, shiny golden strands. Alfie knew that his sister loved Zia’s easy style. “All we
need is the flour. Plus a little warm water and a little cold.”“That’s it?” Alfie asked. “What can you
make with flour and water?”“A thousand things! They are a magic combination on their own, but I
do have one secret ingredient,” Zia said. From the refrigerator, she pulled out a bunch of
something long and green. “Scallions!” she said triumphantly. “They’re like onions but have a
much milder flavor. Now hand me that bowl,” she said, pointing to the blue bowl on the
counter.“So, Zia,” Alfie said as he passed the bowl to her, “where does this dish come from?” In
other words, where were they going next?!“Oh, lots of places.” She mixed the flour with some
cold water, then added warm water from the tap. Suddenly, what had been a pile of fine flour
became firm, round dough. Magic, just like Zia had said.“Yeah, but where did you learn this
recipe?” Emilia asked eagerly.“What recipe?” Mom came into the kitchen, followed by
Dad.“Cooking again, Donatella?” Dad said. “That big dinner wasn’t enough?”Earlier that night,
the whole family pitched in to cook a dinner of chicken piccata with a side of asparagus, cherry
tomatoes, and mozzarella. Alfie didn’t even have to be asked to slice the fresh cheese, and Mom
taught Emilia how to tell when the chicken was cooked through. Since Zia arrived, they had
become quite the sous-chefs.“Just a little treat from my days in China,” Zia said.Alfie and Emilia
looked at each other. “China!”“Who wants to slice the scallions?” Zia asked, and before Alfie
could jump to it, Dad was already around the counter, knife in hand.“I hardly ever get to help out,”
he said as he started on the scallions. Alfie slumped back in his seat.“Zia, you’re always telling
the kids about your travels,” Mom said. “Tell us all a new story.”“Like, what’s the coolest thing you
saw in China?” Alfie asked, leaning on the counter.“Do you think dragons are cool?” Zia asked,
raising an eyebrow.“Uh, yeah!” Alfie said. “But you didn’t really see dragons, did you?”“I most
certainly did, dancing down the streets,” Zia said. “Lions, too.”Alfie and Emilia looked to their
parents for confirmation that Zia was pulling their legs. Dad shrugged as he finished with the
scallions. “Presto!” he said, setting his knife down.As she turned out the dough on the counter,
Zia said, “Hong Kong was magical, and I loved being there since it’s by the water like my home,
Naples. The Chinese believe water brings harmony and prosperity into life.” Zia rolled out the



dough into a long, flat oval shape. Then she brushed it with sesame oil. “The food in Hong Kong
even reminded me of Italy, at least un poco, a little.”“Really? How’s that possible?” Alfie asked.
He’d ordered plenty of Chinese takeout, and none of it remotely resembled Italian food.“You
don’t think Chinese noodles are a little like spaghetti?” Zia asked. “Or dumplings a little like
ravioli?”Alfie had never thought about that before, but now that Zia mentioned it, he saw her
point.“Now for the scallions,” Zia said. She tossed a small handful onto the dough. “Allora, aiuta.
Help.” Alfie hoped this meant that they might soon be off to China, and he started feeling excited.
But as soon as Dad grabbed the bowl of scallions, Alfie got a bit annoyed. He’d been traveling
the world with just his sister—he definitely didn’t need (or want) his parents tagging along
now.“Dad, I got it,” Alfie said, putting his hand in front of his dad to stop him from adding
more.“Hey, can’t I help this time?” Dad asked.“Some red pepper flakes might be good, too,” Zia
said, sprinkling some over the top as Dad finished with the scallions. Zia then rolled the dough
up so it looked like a snake, cut it into thirds, then rolled each of those sections around like a
cinnamon bun. “Who wants to have a try smashing one into a pancake?”“I do!” Alfie called, but
before he could get to it, his dad pounded the side of his fist down into the dough.“Perfect!” Zia
said, flattening it out even more. They did the same to the rest of the dough sections, and Zia
fried them, one by one, in a hot pan with vegetable oil. They came out golden brown and smelled
of sweet onion.As the family ate the snacks—slightly crispy on the outside with a mild onion
flavor and a hint of red pepper—Alfie figured that, unfortunately, they weren’t going anywhere.
Would he ever get another chance to taste the special food Zia made from China?Alfie couldn’t
sleep. Every time he felt himself dozing off, another thought popped into his head, as if his brain
didn’t want him to relax. Since he couldn’t keep his eyes closed he stared at the map of the world
on his wall.He decided to get out of bed. Maybe he’d get back on the computer and look up the
big cities of China, like Beijing, Hong Kong, and Shanghai, or other places in the world he might
want to see.He headed into the living room, but before he could get on the computer he noticed
a dim light coming from the kitchen.“Hey,” he said, finding Emilia leaning over the plate of leftover
scallion pancakes. “What’re you doing?” He sat on a stool opposite her and helped himself to
one of the other pancakes.“Can’t sleep,” Emilia said, taking a bite.“Me, either,” Alfie agreed. He
bit into the pancake—it was still crispy and filled with the slightly sweet flavor of the scallions. “I
just keep staring at my map and thinking.”“About China?”Alfie smiled through another bite.
“Maybe. And dragons and lions. You think Zia was teasing us about all that?”“No way,” Emilia
said. “She doesn’t need to exaggerate her stories.”“True,” Alfie said, thinking. “What about Mom
and Dad helping out with the pancakes?”“I know!” Emilia said. “Dad was, like, all over it!”They sat
quietly for a moment. Lowering his voice, Alfie said, “Do you think Zia was trying to, you know,
send us on another adventure?” It was something they only talked about in whispers, and only to
each other.“I thought so,” Emilia said. “But who knows? We’ve had tons of food from all over the
world over the past few months from Zia, and we haven’t gone anywhere since Paris. We still
don’t really know how this works.”“Or when it’ll happen,” Alfie said.“But China would be cool,”
Emilia said. “Zia said the food in Hong Kong kind of reminded her of Italy.”“It’d be fun to go



someplace so different from home.” Alfie pictured it all in his mind again. “I mean, I’ve seen
pictures of China but to be there, in the mix with all those people . . .”“. . . hearing the language
and seeing signs written with Chinese characters . . .”“. . . and tasting the food . . .”Alfie and Emilia 
were lost in their thoughts of China. As they took their last bites of the scallion pancakes, they
got that strange but familiar feeling in the pits of their stomachs, like being on a roller coaster that
suddenly drops . . .
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Kathy, “Cute as ever!. The third Recipe for Adventure book is as cute as ever and I cannot wait to
read the next installment. Even though I am well over the "recommended reading
age" (whatever that is!!!), I buy the Kindle versions for myself and give the hard copies to my
great nieces, who just love the creative stories. I highly recommend these for children or for
those of us who are older, but still love a good adventure story!!!”

Karen May, “They seem to like the books and the chance to make the recipes. I bought the of
these series of books to have on hand when my grandchildren visit. They seem to like the books
and the chance to make the recipes.”

Nancy, “Good book. # 3 in the series. Good book. # 3 in the series. Came with recipe cards that
went along with what my daughter read.”

Txswtea, “Love it. My daughter has read the other Giada books and loved them! We love making
the recipes included too!”

PAN1883, “Four Stars. I am enjoying this series!  My students are too!”

John R. Elander, “Five Stars. As expected”

Susan B, “Five Stars. My daughter loves this series!”

Lovestoread, “Fun read!. Unique book, with a bonus of recipes at the end. A fun, easy read for
older kids and Tweens.”

The book by Giada De Laurentiis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 35 people have provided feedback.
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